Extended Abstract
1
: (i) 10 static vehicle holding/ownership (and use) models, and (ii) dynamic vehicle transaction (and use) 11 models. The former aim at predicting, for a given point in time, the discrete number of vehicles 12 owned by a household as a function of the explanatory variables. Nonetheless, their goal is not to 13 replicate the dynamics involved in the vehicle purchase/selling decisions. Therefore, they are only 14 appropriate to model end-state conditions and fail to replicate the impact of changing exogenous 15 conditions and/or policy measures that have a continuous impact over time. Thus, it is not possible 16 to rely on these models to evaluate the impacts of a given policy in the transition phase, i.e. before 17 the system reaches the modeled stationary state. 18
In contrast, dynamic vehicle transaction models focus on vehicle transactions over time, by modeling 19 explicitly the decision of purchasing, selling or keeping a given vehicle, over the course of several 20 time cycles (Mohammadian and Miller, 2003) . Some of these models try to link the decisions to so-21 called life-course events, such as the birth of a child, residential relocation, or a change in 22 employment status (e.g., Yamamoto, 2008; Chen et al, 2013; Fatmi and Habib, 2017 ). These models 23
were often criticized as too data-intensive as they are usually built on panel data, which in many 24 cases do not exist (Bunch et al., 1995; Bhat and Sen, 2006 The results of the estimation indicate that a heteroscedastic cross-nested structure is needed to 84 capture the correlation between the different vehicle markets. We identify a strong correlation 85 among all purchase decisions, private transactions in general, and the purchase of new vehicles 86 (private and user-chooser company vehicles). Furthermore, we find statistically significant effects in 87 association with living in rural or urban areas, number of driver's licenses, income, number of 88 employed household members and the number of vehicles available at the time (as well as with the 89 characteristics of the markets in itself). The same attributes are found to be statistically significant in 90 the OL used to model the used vehicle market segment. Finally, regarding the type-choice model, we 91 identify a strong correlation across size-classes but not across power trains. We also identify a strong 92 negative utility associated with price and energy consumption of the vehicles. 93
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